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The Quizzers’ League has been one of the prominent and better received forums 

largely due to the number of events held and because of the simplicity & 

innovativeness of events. The League for 2017-18 had the difficult task of 

matching up to previous years’ performance. The league has a general record of a 

number of events and admirable participation across the years. 

The Quizzers’ League began its activities for the academic year 2017-18 by hosting 

Quizzers’ Arena with an App-centric theme which was held from 18th to 20th 

August, 2017. This inter-college quizzing festival has now seen a lot of participants 

who come every year and have become regular members of the competition. In 

2017 once again QA was a roaring success with participants appearing in large 

numbers for each of the quizzes. There were five quizzes based on different 

genres like Sports, Movies, Logic-based, Indian culture-based & TV Series based. 

These quizzes were held along with one Mega-quiz where the winners from the 

five individual quizzes duelled it out to be the Champion of Quizzers’ Arena. 

The inaugural event for Intra-College was the all-time favourite - ‘THE 

ENTERTAINMENT QUIZ’ which was held on 16th September, 2017. The quiz was 

based on movies, TV series, songs and the like. The quiz witnessed a turnout of 



around 50 students (25 teams of 2). The participants had a real tough time getting 

the answers right, but at the same time they enjoyed a ‘Serious’ Entertainment 

Quiz and so did the audience who also got a prize for getting the unanswered 

questions right. 

A new quiz called ‘The Wallstreet Challenge’ was held at MONETA 2017 in 

December on 21st. This was a national level Inter-College quiz and witnessed a 

packed classroom with more than 50 participants. This quiz was based on logos, 

business personalities, taglines of various companies across the globe. The quiz 

was held in a new format called 'Hangman’. All the participants thoroughly 

enjoyed this finance-cum-fun quiz.  

In January, 2018 on 12th, Rapport theme based quiz ‘Filmy Rajneeti’ was held for 

Intra-College. This quiz was a mixture of Politics and Cinema which is a much 

sought after topic in the present socio-political scenario by today's youth. The 

various rounds in this quiz were Crossword followed by Dumb Charades where in 

the participants had to guess names of movies and politicians and Rapid fire-cum-

JAM (Just a minute) round. The students of FYJC, FYB.Com/BMS and 

SYB.Com/BMS participated in large numbers with great enthusiasm.   


